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Theological Approach to World Crisis 
D. IVAN DYKSTRA 

In coming now to the problem of thinking through 
our theological resources for such a time as this, we are 
agreed, I am sure, that we are not engaged in an 
anticlimactic maneuver, or adding a concluding un

. necessary postscript, or making a gesture of appease
ment to any who would question by what authority 
churchmen discuss world order. In one sense or another 
we have made it unmistakably clear that we are con
scious of ourselves as the servants of our Lord Jesus 
Christ. 

That we have succeeded so consistently in holding to 
our perspective is noteworthy because it is not the kind 
of achievement which may be taken for granted. After 
all, we are men of the world, too. And as men of the 
world we share with other men of the world a keen 
curiosity about what is going on and what is likely to 
happen in our world. We, too, hungrily digest the latest 
tips from the capitals of the world. Exciting rumors 
excite us, too. We are not so completely sanctified that 
the word "authoritative sources" cfoes not cast a magic 
spell over us. 

What makes the temptation to miss our real purpose 
more persistent is the fact that we want to be realistic. 
We share a dread lest our talk about theology should 
become a perverse flight into abstraction. The more 
honestly and earnestly we face our world, the more 
nearly do we live out on the edge of fear lest the thing 
we are now doing is a fantastic impertinence in the face 
of the terrible Now. The fearful charge that religion 
is an opiate of the people has enough validity to frighten 
also us. Stern conscience challenges our right to be just 
theological while men bleed and die. 

And yet here is our Christian task. To accept it as 
sheer escape from the tangle of world problems, or as 
license to be ignorant of and indifferent to them, is sin ; 
to accept it as the sole validation of our ministries needs 
no apology. We are preachers in our world; yet as such 
we are not preachers about our world but preachers to 
it. True, we dare not preach as from a safe pedestal of 
detached haughtiness; for us there can only be preach
ing with an intense sensitiveness to our own inextricable 
involvement. And yet by the foolishness of this preach
ing by mortals caught up in the mortal and sinners 
tangled in the world's sin, the redemptive word of God 
must come. What will it be? What can it be? Or far 
better still, what must one preach? For preaching, if 
it is preaching, is a must. 

We must use caution here. What is to be preached 
can scarcely be decided in committee; that must be 
fought out in the preadrer's own wrestling in the 
silences with God. The hard paradox of preaching is 
that it is the preaching of an everlasting word, not by 

a man-in-general to men-in-general, but by this particu
lar man to this particular church in this particular 
moment. Far more important than the titles of the 
doctrines we preach is the thought that our preaching 
must be in a genuinely Biblical frame of reference: a 
frame of reference which asks and never stops asking, 
not in doubt or hesitancy but in reverent submissiveness 
to God's own critique, "Is this really what God wants 
me to preach to this people on this day and at this hour 
of half-past eleven?" 

I 

But to have said that about the preacher and the 
orientation of his preaching is already to have hinted 
at what needs to be said about theology and the world 
crisis. To preach theology is in a derived sense to pread1 
a formal doctrine about God ; in its deeper core it is to 
preach God ; and in its deepest essence it is to be 
theocentric-that is, to set oneself under God's impera
tive and thus to become the unresisting, unprotesting, 
unobstructing channel through which God interprets his 
meaning to his world and accomplishes his purpose in it. 

But if this is the inner dynamic that makes preaching 
really preaching, it is also already the suggestion of �he 
definitive goal of pread1ing. The preacher's preaching 
to another achieves its goal when the other becomes as 
the pread1er: a man standing himself directly under the 
imperative of God. For the preacher only to have en
lightened him or disturbed him or angered him or 
crushed him or overpowered him or made him aware 
of the preacher may be gain, but unless these give way 
finally to an immediate conviction of that mysterittm 
t1'emendum et fascinosttm which is God, the preacher's 
task remains unfinished. 

Nor is it finished until not just this bit or that of the 
man's life but his whole self in all its wide range is 
brought into dedication to God, so that really and hon
estly he claims no independent existence apart from God 
and retains no secret place to which he can retreat to 
evade God. And the task is not finished until not to 
some but to all men God becomes the compelling 
reality. Nor can the preacher rest until the whole gamut 
of man's institutions and areas of activity are reminded 
of the fact of God ; for the preacher to assume for him
self the prerogative of deciding which areas of existence 
may be left untouched-to claim a man but not his 
society, his Sunday but not his Monday, his life in an 
ecclesiastical but not in the economic or political con
texts-this is the modern subtle but stupendous counter
part of the medieval sale of indulgence. To split our 
allegiance between God and some other is the sin of 
only half yielding ourselves to him; to keep him in 
isolation from some segments of our lives and our world 
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is the sin of yielding only half ourselves and o�r world 
to him. And this last sin cannot be expiated sunply by 
the familiar hypocrisy of intensifying our dedication in 
those areas which we have yielded. The pre�cher _who 
declines to relate God to some area of expenence IS as 
far from being truly theocentric as is he who yields his 
allegiance only half to God and half to some other. 

II 
The large word is thus the preaching of the sov

ereignty of God. True, the word conjures up specters 
of irresponsible oriental tyranny, of a rigid, almost 
mechanical, fixity of existence, of gloomy fatalism which 
saps the meaning out of life. But there are deeper, 
richer meanings and these need no apology. Its tone 
finds expression in Isaiah, "Prepare ye in the wilderness 
the way of Jehovah; make level in the desert a highway 
for our God. Every valley shall be exalted, and every 
mountain and hill shall be made low; and the uneven 
shall be made level, and the rough places a plain: and 
the glory of Jehovah shall be revealed, and all flesh 
shall see it together; for the mouth of Jehovah hath 
spoken it." We al.most .need a new word to capture 
the dynamic quality. of this ringing proclamation made 
in desperate times, to mark it off from the crushed 
beatenness, the worse-than-mechanistic dgidi ty ,  the 
near-indifference to the virtuousness of God which can 
accompany the proclamation of his sovereignty. The 
proclamation of this sovereignty is not the time to sit 
back in sullen spectatorship; it is the time for men to 
exult in one vast, uninhibited cheer, great enough to 
release all the pent-up resignedness of the years. For 
God goes riding through history to redeem his promise. 
That riding is not the guarantee of a status quo, the 
vindication of what is-when God rides not even the 
eternal mountains re.main as they were. And it is not 
as sheer tyrant that he comes-this one comes riding for 
the great hour of redemption. Maybe we need new 
words for all of this: the "unmanipulability" of God, 
perhaps, or his "unpurchasability," or the "unevada
bility" of his reaching down into history. 

If we have something to proclaim for our time, it is 
this; and if our task is to be valid, it will be valid in 
these terms. We have no meaning apart from this kind 
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of commitment and dedication to the redemptive pur
poses of God. And we ought not to let this initial act 
of dedication be marred by anticipation of the fearful 
wrestling with specific issues and the sometimes stark 
uncertainty whether this specific content or that is tan
gibly and objectively and demonstrably God's will. The 
problem of these specifics, for �he moment, must m?ve 
off into the background. There IS, after all, such a th1

.ng 
as the Spirit's prompting for the pread1er, and spec.1fic 
issues filled with a confusion have a way of becoming 
less confusing when dedicated men come up to them. 
What is important is that the specific issues about which 
we haggle can become hazy because our major commit
ments are not clear, and the struggle may be not so 
much that of deciding what specific decision shall be 
made as it is that of really bringing ourselves to do what 
is specifically indicated by our commitment. The. pl�ce 
to begin in straightening out our own tangled thmkmg 
is the place of this commitment. 

But is it meaningful to make this commitment with
out knowing all the details of what is specifically in
volved in it? Can it be according to man's dignity as 
a free, reasonable being, to commit himself thus blindly 
to he-does-not-know-what? Is not just this blindness of 
our initial commitment the very thing that mars the 
commitment later, as we draw back successively from 
this unwelcome specific implication and that, on the 
ground that in our blind acceptance "we really did not 
know that these things were involved, so now excuse 
us, please, if we beg leave to except this or that?" And 
is not this the thing that must make us cynical, that 
men do make blind commitments and then in the name 
of the commitments do anything they please? 

And yet there is something more to be said. It is 
just this act of initial dedication to the will of God 
that makes the preacher not the speaker but the spoken
to, not the decider of what is right but the accepter of 
what is right. Such an one does not commit himself 
because he knows but he knows because he is committed. 
There is a profound relevance in that saying, "He that 
willeth to do the will shall know." Kant's distinction 
between the ethics of duty and the ethics of pleasure is 
pertinent and important. The man committed to duty 
has thereby set himself in the framework of the good ; 
his opposite, the man of pleasure, has no principle at 
all but that of his own desire, and that means that he 
has no principle. Each stands in a context radically 
antithetical to the other. 

Whether our act of commitment is a priori or a 
posteriori is a matter of crucial importance. On that 
question depends whether our commitment is uncon
ditional or conditional, meaningful or not meaningful. 
It is that which determines whether God will be invoked 
as determiner of our wills or their sanction. It is the 
a priori unconditional character of our commitment that 
can first lift us above the .meaningless tangle of con
flicting egotisms and then give to our world of fruitless 
power-conflicts a new dimension that can eventually re
deem it from its fruitlessness. In the possibility of iliat 
kind of commitment lies the first faint ray of a valid 
optimism-for here for the first time there appears a 
crack in the hitherto flawless, brutal determinism of the 
persisting cycle of power-conflicts. In this act for the 
first time the kingdom of God stabs its way into ilie 
jumble of conflicting, infantile perspectives and impul-



sive r�criminations and absolutized temporaJities, to give 
promise of a new heaven and a new earth . To set my
self under this imperative is the one valid orientation of 
my life as a Christian and a fortiori of my function as 
a Christian minister. 

III 
The meaning of the commitment needs to be traced 

one step further. If the question as to what, precisely, 
is involved in the commitment to the will of God in 
such an hour can be postponed for a moment, this other 
question cannot. To have made a commitment to abide 
under the will of God is not genuinely meaningful until 
there is some answer to the question, "What God?" 
For not every one that saith, "Lord! Lord!" shall enter 
in. In a paraphrase of Madame Roland, "O Sovereignty, 
what metaphysics have been committed in thy name!" 
The question is, in a real sense, the question as to the 
metaphysics we shall associate with our concept of the 
unmanipulable and unevadable one. There are three 
chief possibilities open to us. 

The first and, at first glance, the most hopeful one is 
the metaphysics of medievalism. It is in principle and 
by initial intention a profound theocentrism. God the 
unchangeable, eternal Being, existing far above the 
world of drnnge and unalterable both in his essence 
and in his relations to the world-surely if there is to 
be found anywhere a basis for a concept of an un
manipulable Goel, it must be here. Here is the genuinely 
unshakable, solid reality about whom existence turns and 
must be oriented. And there can be no question about 
the nature of his relation to the world-that, too, is 
fixed. Or about the content of his will-for that, 
similarly, is fixed. 

And yet, oddly but understandably, this God is in 
practice both manipulable and evadable, and that largely 
just because his meaning is fixed. It is just that static 
guaranteed quality of his relationship to an institution 
whid1 seems to have assured that the institution is free 
to deviate in one direction or another without damaging 
the relationship. The subsequent and consequent con
cept of papal infallibility is the guarantee not of God's 
unmanipulability but of his manipulability, the extent 
of the manipulation being dependent finally upon the 
good will of the institution to subject itself to him. It 
is the sheer absoluteness of the institution as thus 
guaranteed by the fixity of its relationship whid1 stirred 
Jesuitism to an unabashed manipulation of right. The 
darkly devious trail of the successors of medievalism 
through the tangled maze of contemporary power poli
tics offers little ground for assurance that a static meta
physics of Being will not become the warrant for a 
cleverly prudential ethic. 

When God, the immutable, becomes static, he ceases 
to be criterion and becomes sanction. And when he 
becomes, irretrievably, sanction, anything can happen. 
\X'hen God becomes static he becomes the eternal set 
over against time, the unchanging over against the 
d1anging. And while that is good for devotion, it is 
not so clearly good for ethics. For when God stands 
over against time, he is not active in time and not related 
to time. If this God thus abstracted from time is to be 
related to time and its events, someone must do the 
relating. There are many claimants to the right to act 
as mediator between God and the temporal, historical 
order. But in the absence of a "real" relation, every 
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would-be interpreter of the relation has, in principle, 
as mud1 right as another. In the last analysis it makes 
no crucial difference whether God is seen as the sanction 
for a fixed code of action or the warrant for a shifting 
code. The risks of the latter are obvious. The risks of 
the former are not so obvious but just as great. For, as 
Jesus' expose of legalistic ethics makes clear, those who 
live by a fixed rule may for that very reason be evading 
the will of God. 

This God, the statically unchangeable Being above 
history, is not only manipulable but evadable. He may 
be evaded simply in the sense that one feels that he is 
so far removed that he makes no difference. But more 
fundamentally, he may be evaded simply by virtue of the 
fact that he is at best the sought, not the seeking; the 
spectator and perhaps eventually the approver or dis
approver, not the actor; the legislator and judge, poss
ibly, but not the executive; the spoken to, or perhaps 
even the spoken with, but not the speaker; the needing
to-be-vindicated, not the vindicator. 

IV 
The promising alternative to the concept of God's 

sovereignty in medievalism is the concept implied in the 
continental idealistic tradition of thought. If the trouble 
with medievalism comes from its insistence upon God's 
static Being, obviously we ought to regard him as dy
namic process. If the medieval God is hardly adequate 
because of the abstract rnaracter of his immutable es
sence, we should expect that to call him Will would 
solve our problem-for Will means action, dynamic, 
relevance, and possible contemporaneousness. It runs 
the risk of irrationality, of ·course, but the idealists 
always defined the process as strictly this or that kind 
of process. 

But what of this immutable-process metaphysics? 
Shaken loose from its existential moorings, this process 
becomes even more hopelessly manipulable than does the 
medieval God. Of the two immutables, the medieval 
may be the more hopeful, for so long as men retain a 
basic faith that God exists as Being, there remains a 
glimmer of possibility that someone will arise to make 
him once more criterion. Even that faint glimmer dis
appears in idealistic thought. 

Besides that, everything charged to medievalism can 
be charged also to idealism, except that its "God" is 
not so obviously evadable. For its "God" is not a silent 
spectator afar off. The process goes on in history. The 
sheer determinism of the process, whether in Hegel or 
Marx or Freud, assures that no one will evade it. And 
yet in larger perspective it may be that precisely by not 
evading the process, one evades the right. Could it not 
be that the right involves, not, as Hegel put it, the 
embracing of the contrary but its repudiation? Is it 
clearly right to succumb to Marx's economic determinism 
and could it not be that the right thing to do would be 
to stop being econo.mically determined? Could it be that 
instead of being the victim of subterranean personality 
forces, one ought to rise up to smite the beast-that 
instead of yielding to an impulse in order to avoid a 
complex; one might try ruling or transfiguring the im
pulse? 

That it is manipulable is written across the face of 
idealistic metaphysics. When Hegel interprets the process 
as rationality, Schopenhauer as the will to live, Nietzsche 
as the will to power, Marx as dialectical materialism, and 



Schweitzer as reverence for life, one can only conclude 
that idealistic metaphysics will be precisely as good or 
as bad as the intention of the men who write it. 

v 
From both medieval and idealistic metaphysics one 

turns more hopefully to the dynamic metaphysics which 
underlies the ancient prophetic message. It is a radically 
different and radically .more meaningful theocentrism 
than is achievable on either medieval or idealistic 
grounds. It is the profound recognition-so simple that 
it is astonishing that it has been achieved so seldom and 
so far-read1ing that it stood Israel's traditional inter
pretation of the meaning of existence on its head-of 
God's acting irresistibly in the immediately perceptible 
events of h istory. To face God in history, to recognize 
that today's events are in a real sense God's disclosure of 
himself to man, is an event freighted with so many 
potentialities that one backs away from it in awe. Here 
is a God, not discovered by men but disclosing himself 
to men; not waiting to be asked but thrusting himself 
into the human situation; not abstract passionless being 
nor arbitrary irrational process, but righteous will ham
mering out its righteous purpose, the redemption of 
mankind; disclosed in Jesus Christ far more clearly tlwn 
even the vision of Isaiah could foresee, as the God 
irretrievably committing himself, at the price of the 
cross, to the purpose of redeeming men through his 
love and thus passing everlasting judgment on any act 
or enterprise or program that would not put first the 
redemption of man from all the vast sweep of his 
misery and trouble. 

To set all things, from the least to the greatest, in 
this relation to God's action in h istory is the preacher's 
peculiar function. To meet God so is finally to come 
face to face with a reality that is urunanipulable and 
unevadable. For the thing that towers as the one re
deeming certainty in the chaos of existence is that God's 
righteousness defies manipulation and one cannot ulti
mately evade the relentless pursuit of this tireless 
"Hound of Heaven." Everything else the pread1er may 
do pales into meaninglessness alongside this task of 
calling .men to face such a God in such a time, and 
to let this be at the same time their one command and 
their single ground for hope. 

VI 
Having set men here, the preacher's task is essentially 

finished. For if the prophetic pread1ing of this God 
acting dynamically in history is a model of what we 
ought to be preaching, our preaching is not first of all 
a preaching of specifics. In a real sense, having brought 
�nen into that narrow holy place where they meet God, 
1t would be presumptive to remain to try to shape the 
outcome of the wrestling that ensues. 

One can venture only to suggest some alternatives 
which ead1 man must face as, in the presence of God's 
action in the immediately contemporary events, he seeks 
to know God's will concretely. The very intensity of 
the conflicts of modern existence is a reflection of the 
intensity with which God is seeking to make us hear 
and �f ot�r stubborn resolution not to hear. The graver 
our s1tuat1on becomes, the more urgent becomes the im
perative, "Turn back, 0 man, forswear thy foolish 
ways!" Something new must come into our world. 

At the risk of oversimplification and only to point 
up the nature of the concrete decisions men must make, 
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let me conclude by suggesting the three possible roads 
which seem to me to be open to us, as, under the impact 
of God's addressing us, we repent and seek a new way. 

Do the events of our time mean that our civilization 
has finally collapsed? And if so, may not the collapse 
of our particular civilization .mean the shattering of 
every dream of meaningful civilization, simply because 
this was history's finest attempt to build a civilization 
on the surest conceivable foundation, of free men under 
God? If this one must fail, can any succeed? Is it that 
God i s  telling us, as he once told Lot, simply to give 
up and flee, extricating ourselves as best we can from 
the wreckage, to save ourselves from the world we tried 
to save but could not? Is he perhaps bidding us give 
up at long last that splendid dogged faith which would 
not die, that this world belonged to him and not to 
Satan? Is this a warning to flee to the hills from which 
we may sadly, but a bit triumphantly, too, watch our 
world go up in flames? Is God finally disavowing 
Isaiah's faith in a new heaven and a new earth or Paul's 
expectation of a redemption of all creation? It could be. 

Or do the events of the past four decades prove only 
that we have been too lax in our enterprise of fighting? 
Maybe we have not waged this war as persistently as 
we should. Perhaps instead of fighting two or three 
world wars separated by pseudo-armistices, we should 
not have grown weary of well-doing so soon. Maybe 
we were wrong i n  our smug contentment at having 
achieved the unprecedented unconditional surrender of 
two mighty empires- perhaps we should not have 
stopped short of achieving the unconditional surrender 
of all of them. It could be that God is telling us now 
never to be quitters again, to set our hands now to the 
plo:v and never look back until we have plowed our 
terrible furrow to its last bitter end. The seeming 
hopelessness of escaping the web of war may drive us 
to a despairing and finally unquestioning acceptance of 
war as the final arbitrament. There is just a chance that 
God is telling us anew in the bitter events of our time 
that he that taketh the sword shall perish by the sword 
and that if we want to beat that law we had better grasp 
our swords more firmly than before. 

There is another thing that God may be trying to tell 
us in the events of our time. He may be trying to get 
through to us the existence of still another law, that i f  
a thousand bombs d o  not heal the world's hurt but 
aggravate it, a million will be as successful; and that 
if the. smashing of two empires breeds tension, the 
smashmg of all of them may breed more. Maybe he 
is telling us that the imperative of repentance is more 
than words, and that one does not really achieve the 
right by multiplying the wrong, even by infinity. Con
ceivably this is a two-pronged judgment: that war is 
self-defeating, and that those who fail  to provide a 
meaningful alternative are assuring its continuance. The 
action of God in history may be compelling us to recog
nize that the time is ripe to divert our tremendous en
ergies into new, constructive channels. 

Among those eager to accept this last alternative there 
will be d ivergencies, because men are human. One may, 
if he has the radical faith of an Isaiah, make the same 
break Isaiah made when he denounced alliances with 
empires and counselled alliance witli God, the mighty 
and invincible and sure ruler of history· or if faith is 
not great enough to ad1ieve that, he m�y find himself 



torn between the aspiration to be an Isaiah and the 
difficulty of being one. It would ill become such to look 
sneeringly upon the Isaiahs, as it would ill become the 
Isaiahs to despise those caught in the terrible dilemma : 
of renouncing war and finding that in a bandit world 
that could mean fruitless annihilation, or of retaining 
war in the oft-deluded but dogged hope of finally trans
figuring it into a means to a higher end, only to find 
that it refused to be just .means and became absolute encl 
once more. Again, within the scope of. this last commit
ment to a new approach, there will be one who puts his 
reliance on the distinctively spiritual instnm1entality of 
persuasion to drnnge men's hearts and runs the risk of 
an ultimately impotent idealism; and another who has 
a program as tangible as the McMahon

J
)roposal, Point 

Four, Unesco, or grain for starving In ians, and runs 
the risk of an Operation Rat-hole because there is no 
foundation of Spirit in men. There is  no meaningful 
alternative for men but to hammer out the answers to 

these specific perplexities under the imperative of God 
who speaks in history. But the hope of achieving a 
perspective in which there can be even the possibility 
of an answer which is not ultimately self-defeating is 
bound up with men's willingness first to listen to what 
God is saying in this history. And it may be that the 
next ite.m in this new perspective is a renewal of our 
faith that the last word of history is not meaningless 
annihilation, but a new heaven and a new earth of peace 
and righteousness. And by so much as our faith in this 
as the last word of history deepens, there may come a 
deepening of our commitment to this as the first im
perative of history. And when we are committed to 
effort toward the achievement of this end above all 
others, we may have achieved a perspective in which it 
becomes clear that whatever is not directed and cannot 
be redirected toward this achievement of a kingdom of 
God is evil. 

Philosophy of Experience 
JOHN VAN PEURSEM 

The voice of experience has a right to be heard and 
has been heard. This voice speaks in the pages of the 
Scriptures, for the Bible is not a philosophy of life, 
but rather a record of men and women who lived and 
gave us a philosophy. The secret of Moses' life ste.ms 
from the fact that he was called to see the burning 
bush and endure the thunders of Mt. Sinai. The New 
Testament story is read because its authors "had been 
with Jesus" and beheld his wounds in the Upper Room. 
Said Peter Marshall, speaking about Andrew, the disciple 
of our Lord, "Andrew was in love. He had fallen com
pletely in love with Jesus of Nazareth. He was in love. 
He was in love with a vision-in love with a voice-in 
love with a face-in love with a faith-and every day 
and night he dreamed and wondered in his heart about 
the things Christ had said. His voice was i n  the wind. 
His face was in the sunlight dancing on the waves." 
St. John testified, "We speak that we have seen and 
heard." 

I started life a long time ago, and I with those of 
the passing generation shared life in and with one of 
the greatest and most experimental periods of history. 
We recall the "horse and buggy" days. In memory I 
see the ox-drawn ploughs. I remember hearing the first 
steam engine whistle and seeing the first "horseless 
carriage." With a shudder I recall eyeing the first "auto
funeral" cortege passing down Madison Street in 
Chicago and secretly prayed that I might never be sub
jected to sud1 indignity. 

It was a day of stark poverty, and my parents were 
part of it. Northwest Iowa was rich with pro.mises. 
My father joined the immigration. The first year the 
sod was turned. The following year it was sown with 
wheat and planted with corn. Nature was kind. In 
July the prairies blossomed like the rose. The wheat 
fields rolled in promising waves. The corn was heard 
growing in the field. The hearts of the early settlers 
leaped for joy. But suddenly, in August, the grass
hopper descended. He came as a mighty, rushing wind. 
His approach could be heard for miles. That fall my 
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father had less than a sack of wheat to carry home to 
his hungry family. Adjoining the house was a lusty 
cabbage patch, which was saved from the ravenous in
truder by my mother, the older children and the dog 
walking up and down the rows. This may serve as 
a sample of many other privations. 

Their history is more than a .memory. The privations 
of yesterday live in our today. The simple menu of 
bread, lard and home-made syrup, for breakfast, dinner 
and supper often made our stomad1s rebel and our 
livers "kick-up." On Sunday my brother and I would 
take turns in going to Church and Sunday School as we 
had only one suit of clothes between us. Our country 
sd1ool approximated an enrollment of thirty-five, with 
an undergrown girl of eighteen, who taught on a 
permit, at the helm. At the age of thirteen I was taken 
out of school to work on the farm. The home, the 
sd10ol and the church were devoid of literature. When 
I entered the Academy in Orange City, Iowa, the pro
fessor handed me a stack of books and told me "to go 
to it." Now we give the novice lessons in how to drive 
an automobile and demand a driver's license to assure 
proper handling, but then children were frequently 
handed a textbook without a lesson in the art of study
ing. No wonder children often felt discouraged, de
spised school and acquired the reputation that they were 
"dumb." I hit the high mark of thirty-three in geometry 
until my teacher showed me "how." These experiences 
left results. We speak about making up for lost time. 
There is no such thing. Every day needs every hour 
for itself. To do today what should have been done 
yesterday leaves today with a vacancy. I joined my 
children in  reading the books they brought home from 
school, whereas at my age and in my position I should 
have been reading other books. I have no alibi .  I 
should have done .much better in my yesterdays. 

Experience, we �ay, is life's best teacher, but too often 
it comes after school is dismissed. I wish I had known
it might have saved me many an embarrassment. That 
too, we are told, is part of life's training. But whatever 



experience did for me or failed to do, it, at least, has 
given .me a voice and enthusiasm to admonish young 
folk to make the most of every clay and opportunity. 
However, if life could be repeated, I doubt whether I 
would do much better than the average youth of today. 

But life was not all on the debit side. Eleven d1ildren 
were born into the home. I was number seven. Besides, 
one was added by adoption. The latter fact bespeaks the 
spirit of my parents. They were wonderful people. My 
mother could read but not write. Three months em
braced her school life. She was ignorant of world 
affairs, but the Bible was known from cover to cover, 
and most of the (Dutch) Psalm verses could be spoken 
from memory. Though burdened with many cares, she 
never lost an opportunity to speak to each one of us 
personally about life and life's possibilities. She was 
religious but not pious, kind but not indulgent. If St. 
Paul deserves many stars in his crown, I think my 
mother deserves one more. My father, though some
times stern, was a fit companion. Such was the home in 
which we were cradled and trained. 

Next to the home I place the little Church in the 
village, with its Sunday School teachers, more skilled 
in far.ming than in teaching, and with a deeply con
secrated pastor. I cannot recall his sermons, nor the 
time he laid his hand on my head and spoke "The 
Word." At an early age the resolution took shape that, 
if at all possible, I would some day study for the Gospel 
Ministry. The home environment and the devout life 
of our pastor laid the foundation. 

For forty-five years I was allowed to continue in the 
service. They have not all been days of sunshine and 
roses, for the minister deals with the public, and the 
public is a hard master to serve. One day it cries 
"Hosanna"-the next "Crucify him." However, if the 
prospect of the .ministry were presented today, the de
cision would be the same. For the .ministry has an appeal 
and a d1allenge. It gives life a mission and a message. 
Believing as he does and what he does, the minister has 
something to say. And there is nothing more wonderful 
than to have something to say and then to say it. That 
is the joy and the bane of the ministry. A sermon is 
often an attempt at saying something rather than having 
something to say. "We ministers often aim at nothing 
and hit the mark." This is tragic. However, it is not 
all the minister's fault. It has been a busy week. There 
were funerals, a wedding, preceded by a rehearsal that 
burned up the night and your patience, prayer meeting, 
Bible classes, committee meetings, sick calls, pastoral 
calls, social calls, giving your time to a brother or sister 
who does not know enough to leave, the complaint of the 
wife that you are never home, the advice of the elder 
that you must not neglect your recreation at the same 
time reminding you of what you have not done, attend
ing a long-drawn board meeting, allowing yourself to 
be the "buffer" at the same time becoming the "goat," 
etc. All of which is sufficient to try any man's soul. 

Sermons are born, not made. Messages cannot be 
shaken out of one's sleeve. However, the ministry, like 
football, is a great game and not infrequently great 
plays are made. Paul said, "It pleased God by the fool
ishness of preaching to save them that believe." Pread1-
ing is and has been one of the most dynamic forces of 
history. Preaching is speaking for God. It makes me 
tremble. But men like to hear more about h im, "for 
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man is incurably religious." Indifference is often an 
escape. There is still need of, an.cl power in, the Gospel 
Story. It is the Old Story. that. 1.s ever ne"'., ai:d when 
presented with force and su:nplic1ty, .men will listen. It 
is the Old Story to be told m a new way. 

As to the Church, the field of my labors, there are 
various attitudes. Folks conjure with it and condemn it. 
It means different things to different people. To some 
it is an oasis, to others a mirage. However, to the 
.minister it can represent but one thing. To me, in the 
language of Dr. Strong, "The Church constitutes that 
group of people who believe in the Trinity and have 
a personal knowledge of Christ as Saviour." Or, again, 
where two or three are gathered in his Na.me, there is 
the Church. Membership in it consists in spiritual rather 
than organic union. It is more th�n institutional. It is 
catholic in nature-thereby embracmg the whole world 
irrespective of race or color. Its only accepted credentials 
are a personal knowledge of, and . implicit faith in, 
Christ. This concept of the Churd1 1s not plucked out 
of the sky nor born in a seminary. It is built not upon 
tradition, but upon the Bible. Here, as Luther said, we 
stand. 

The Bible to us as Protestants "is the only rule of 
faith and practice." This position, in turn, is based on 
our view of the Christ. To me the question, "What 
think ye of the Christ?" is paramount. Time was when 
to me the miracles were unacceptable. With Mill I said 
"It takes a miracle to confirm a .miracle." This miracle 
I found in the person of Jesus, who is called the Christ. 
To me he is all that he claims for h imself-"God in
carnate"-or he is the greatest of all imposters. That 
is the verdict of history. He is all that he says he is and 
is to be accepted or to be crucified anew. However, 
history has not allowed him to be returned to the cross. 
Gibbon tried only to lose h imself in adoration for him. 
This high concept of the Christ gives body to the 
Scriptures. He accepted the Old Testament writings as 
extant in his day. To his apostles special promises were 
given and fulfilled. These men were inspired in degree 
and quality. The New Testament pages flowed from 
their pens. Now, this .may seem like proving Christ from 
the Bible and the Bible from Christ. Not necessarily. 
Christ is more than an historical character. The thirty
three years in Palestine were not the first and last words 
about him. In his own day and later he speaks, "as one 
having authority." "Never a man spake like this man." 

But whatever our view of the Church, it finds its 
incarnation in an organization. Herein lies its express
ion-its good, its weakness and errors. Admission into 
the Church knows few restrictions. The doors of the 
Church are wide open. It calls for no social, intellectual, 
or financial examination. It considers more the help it 
can offer than the good to be received. I have always 
feared more the injury I .might do a person "by turning 
him down," than the damage that might come to the or
ganization by accepting him. This automatically affects 
the essence and complexion of the Church. There arc 
names on the roll no one pronounces with pride. Arc 
these folks to be dealt with according to justice or 
mercy? There are shades of Communism, which often 
make action difficult. There is chaff in the wheat. It 
has always been so. Ecclesiastical history has many dark 
pages. 



A regrettable fact finds articulation in the "disunion" 
of Protestant Christianity. There are approximately two 
hundred different denominations. Within a radius of 
four blocks from our churd1 in Redlands, California, 
thirteen different denominational groups were represent
ed, and they were all fighting for the ball. It is sorry 
advertising. But all these divisions did or do not just 
happen. For it I discover various causes. (a) The selfish 
ambitions of men. Disappointment in aspirations has 
broken ground for many a new camp. (b) Hyperor
thodoxy. Some folks are more Calvinistic than Calvin
more Biblical than the Bible. Doctrine has yielded to 
dogma. "This and only this" is declared with finality. 
Minor points are made major issues. (c) Unrestrained 
modernism. There is a fashion about saying "I don't 
believe this-I don't believe that." It is often said with 
expanded chest. Modernism has fed itself on "nega
tives." Said Dr. Kuizenga, "Modernism has nothing to 
offer." It has inclined to "believe its doubts and doubt 
its beliefs." The fallacy has been discovered . The mod
ernism of twenty-five years ago is out-of-date. Its advo
cates are beginning to lean towards stern orthodoxy. The 
pendulum is swinging back. ( d) Self-complacency. 
Said Gypsy Smith, "Many churches are ecclesiastical re
frigerators." Occasional banquets are staged to defrost. 
Easter Sunday is a day for millinery display. Member
ship is based on social status. However, this disunion is 
not all to the bad. Multiple political parties in our 
country may seem regrettable, but it indicates we are not 
under a dictator. When the Church was one, or just 
ONE denomination, the maggots of corruption crept in. 
Further, there is a psychology in religion. Some folks 
like "to think," others like "to shout." I think we 
should do both. An occasional "Amen" i n  a church 
service would cheer the minister and arouse a listless, 
sleepy audience. We have made religion such a stiff and 
unnatural thing. This we possibly fancy and so we go 
to a certain churd1. For different reasons others go to 
the church around the corner. I would not join Amy 
McPherson's Tabernacle group-others do and get a 
blessing. The Four Square Tabernacle i n  Los Angeles 
has and is doing a lot of good. No one churd1 can 
meet the peculiar needs of particular people. To feel 
comfortable in the church of your affiliation is quite 
essential. In union there is strength but also danger. 
Differences consume, but .may make for perfection. 
Difference in unity and unity in diversity is ideal. Unity 
must not be confused with uniformity. Many regiments 
-one army. Many families-one community. But what
ever the Church of our choice, it lays claim to our 
loyalty. 

Complaint is frequently registered against the min
ister in regard to "Calling." This is part of his schedule. 
"A calling minister makes a churd1-going people." 
The minister is to study in the morning, be on his 
guard in the afternoon and call in the evening when 
one or more meetings in the church demand his presence. 

It is not always easy to know whid1 coat to wear-just 
how to shape a call. However, in my early ministry a 

kindly professor said, "John, never forget that you are 
a minister-the people don't." Accepting me as their 
minister has led to the unloading of many a burden. 
A .minister can be "official" without being "officious." 
I wish I had had more time to be a pastor. 

Again, it is often heard, "What is the Church doing?" 
The question is in order, for there are many things the 
Church is not doing. It is not a "Reform Institu
tion" nor "Civic Agency." It is a training camp. 
My Churd1 never sent a petition to the City Council. 
The Churd1 should keep out of politics and aim to keep 
politics out of the Church. The function of the organ
izations is to make better men and women. Christ sought 
to make men, men, knowing that if the tree is good 
its fruit will be good. There is nothing seriously wrong 
with things but with the people that handle them. The 
soul of all improvement is the improvement of the soul. 
For this we need Biblical preaching. The Bible, like 
the Grand Canyon, is often looked at without being 
seen. Said Coleridge "The Bible always finds me, and 
says, 'Thou failest here.' " The Bible has a way of 
doing just that. It talks about life and to life. Here 
lies the minister's opportunity. Topical preaching has 
become the vogue. Texts are turned into pretexts. A 
part of Scripture is read to give the service some color. 
Folks are offered what they like rather than what they 
need. We aim to please. However, a little "scouting" 
has convinced me anew that folks rather hear what the 
Bib.le says than what the minister thinks. A sermon is 
not a Christian oration. It is· not a book review but a 
review of the Book. The minister speaks for God ; and 
if he does not know him, he had better keep still about 
him. To waver is to invite defeat. "He that doubteth 
is like a wave of the sea." We are not pleading for 
cocksureness but conviction. 

Kindly accept these snapshots as they are recovered 
from the dusty halls of memory. Most of them are 
sadly blurred. I offer them without apology or pride. 
But that's the way I lived and feel. However, I have 
enjoyed digging them up. 

Life has been wonderful to me. My work has chilled 
and thrilled me. The Good Master I served has never 
let me down. I had more than a fair wage. Like people, 
some dmrches are finicky, fussy, and crabby, others are 
kind and considerate. My lot was always cast with the 
latter. My friends are legion. Occasionally folks are 
kind enough to tell me how I helped them. There is no 
grander reward. I am in good health. Years have 
wrought no frustration. 

My philosophy of life is, "Trust God and keep your 
powder dry.'' Or, "As he died to make men holy, let 
us live to make men free." God does not so much help 
those who help themselves, but rather those who trust 
and obey. 

Hebrew ReliE,ion and Canaanite NeiE,hbors 
CHESTER J. DROOG 

What are the similarities between the Hebrew re- neighbors? Some will say that there are very few, others 
1igion and the beliefs and practices of their Canaanite that there are a great many and still others will go so 
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far as to say that the one borrowed and adapted nearly 
all of its early legislation from the other. What are we 
to believe? This paper is an effort to help us answer 
that question. We will attempt to do so by comparing 
the two religions in a few of their most important areas 
of beliefs and practices. 

THE HEBREW Goo AND THE CANAANITE DEITIES 
We should begin our comparison by making a study 

of the gods each religion worshipped. For the Israelites 
this means we are to study but one God ; for the Canaan
ites it means a study of their entire religious pantheon. 
The pantheon was a system of deity, at the head of 
which was El, god pat· excellence. He was responsible 
for the productivity of the earth which was brought 
about annually by his ritualistic marriages with the 
qeclheshoth, his wives. . El is usually portrayed as a 
brutal, bloody tyrant whose acts terrified all the other 
gods. The feminine counterpart of El was Asherat-of
the-sea, the mother of the gods. She was seemingly 
connected with, or the representative of, the under
ground waters which created the fountains and the 
springs. 1 

The pantheon contained many other gods each with 
a feminine counterpart. The names of most of them are 
confusing and only a few of them are worth mentioning. 
Probably the best known of these gods is BcMl, the god 
of lightning, thunder, storm and rain. His counterpart 
was Asherah, whose symbol was the stump or stock of a 
tree. It is from the word Ashel'ah that the Authorized 
Version gets the translation of "grove." 

From a study of the Canaanite pantheon we can 
readily see that the "basic concept of deity in the Ca
naanite religion is the masculine-feminine, or what ap
pears yet older and more primitive . . . the feminine
masculine principle."  2 The whole system was founded, 
motivated and operated upon this principle. It was the 
Canaanite way of explaining the seasons of the year, 
the life and growth of vegetation, and the entire process 
of birth and death amongst all living things. 

In comparison to the gods and goddesses of the Ca
naanites let us turn our attention to the God of the 
Israelites. Unlike the Canaanite deities the God of the 
Israelites was one God. He had no feminine counter
part, he recognized no co-partner nor enemy. He was 
God, and God alone for the Israelites. The Israelites 
believed that their Goel chose them . by formal compact 
and that all his dealings with them were holy and just. 
He was also a God of morality, and it was a cardinal 
doctrine of Moses that Israel was bound by virtue of 
this fact to render a service of moral obedience. The 
Ten Commandments are a good illustration of this, for 
they set forth the moral conditions which the Goel of 
the Hebrews sought to enforce. Besides being a moral 
God, the writings of the book of Exodus also teach that 
Goel was the champion of right, the protector of the 
poor and helpless, and the punisher of both nation and 
individual for their unrighteousness. 

Though this is a limited survey of the Hebrew Goel 
and the Canaanite deities, one can unhesitatingly draw 
very definite conclusions. First of all, there is certainly 
nothing in the Canaanite system of deities to which one 
could compare the God of Israel. The Goel of Israel was 
Yahweh, who ruled and reigned alone. Rather than 
spend his time marrying, fighting and compromising 
with other gods, he was interested in his people. His 
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religion was supremely individualistic and personal, a 
religion in which the god identified himself with his 
people. The difference then is outstanding, and it is 
clear that the Hebrew idea of Goel came from some 
other source than the Canaanites. Their Goel was no 
development of any of the existing Canaanite gods or 
goddesses for the "God of Israel was so far superior to 
the gods of the pagans, both conceptually and ethically, 
that theological borrowing from Canaanite sources was 
scarcely thinkable." s 

THE HEBREW FESTIVALS AND THEIR CANAANITE 
SIMILARITIES 

Since there is a great deal of difference in the theolog
ical concepts of their deities one is surprised at some 
of the interesting things which a study of the festivals 
of the Hebrews and Canaanites reveals. First of all we 
notice that the feasts of both religions were purely 
agricultural. The three main Jewish feasts, the feast of 
unleavened bread, the feast of weeks, and the feast of 
tabernacles (Deut. 1 6 : 16) , were all agricultural, con
nected in some way with the products of the earth. The 
Canaanite feasts were very similar, in that they too were 
definitely agricultural festivals associated with the fruits 
and grains of agriculture. 

This immediately presents a problem. Why would 
the Israelites have agricultural festivals when they were 
at best only a nomadic people having recently been freed 
from Egyptian slavery ? Some would solve the problem 
by moving those Scriptures, which demand the keeping 
of these festivals, to a late date, and state that this 
legislation must have come after the people were in 
Canaan and had assimilated it into their own religious 
practice. 

We accept- this as a possible explanation but feel that 
it in no way exhausts all the possible answers for the 
similarities. let us begin, first of all, by correcting the 
traditional thinking which has often presented the 
Israelites at this particular stage in their history as a 
large group of slaves who came out of the dark prison 
of Egypt. We usually think of them as prisoners instead 
of slaves. There is a vast difference! As slaves the 
Israelites were allowed to roam and circulate in the land ; 
as slaves they had certain freedoms and saw the existing 
practices, both agricultural and religious, which existed 
in the land of Egypt. For Egypt was, along with other 
things, an agricultural land especially during the time 
of the enslavement when its borders stretched far and 
wide. 4 It naturally follows that even as slaves they 
learned the arts of husbandry and gardening. That they 
actually did combine farming with the keeping of sheep 
is clear from the testimony of the Israelite tradition 
itself, for in Deut. 1 1 :  10 Moses says to the people, 
"The land whither thou goest in to possess it, is not as 
the land of Egypt, from whence ye came out, where 
thou sowedst thy seed and wateredst it with thy foot, as 
a garden of herbs." This means that they had been 
farmers who had had to irrigafe with waterwheels worked 
by foot. This knowledge, coupled with the fact that 
they were on the way to an agricultural land which 
their God had promised they would possess, was reason 
enough for their feasts being agricultural. 

But there were also other similarities. The feast of 
unleavened bread was a spring festival of the Israelites. 
It came during the month of Abib, at the beginning of 
the grain harvest (Deut. 1 6 :  1-8) and was to be a me.m-



orial reminding them of their coming out of Egypt. 
Now it appears from a study of the Canaanite festivals 
that they too had a very similar feast. In fact Dussaud 
calls it "the exact prototype," 5 for it describes the 
waving of the first fruits before specific gods as a 
species of fertility magic. Such striking similarities con
tinue to be seen between many of the festivals of the 
two parties involved, and does create somewhat of a 
problem. Why all this similarity when the two religions 
are so very mud1 different theologically ? 

First of all, let us remind ourselves that similarity 
docs not mean identity; and there is nothing that re
quires us to believe, for example, that the feast of un
leavened bread is exactly like that which might seem 
to be an "exact prototype." Instead it would appear 
that when Moses, the leader of the Israelites, gave the 
people this legislation, he adopted parts of already exist
ing forms and gave them new meaning and new signifi
cance by incorporating them into the religion of Y�h
weh. One will remember that such was the underlying 
principle at two previous occasions, for, when God gave 
Noah the promise of no more floods, he pointed to the 
already existing rainbow as the seal; and also later with 
Abraham, when Yahweh took the ancient practice of 
circumcision, he gave it a new significance and made it 
the seal of his promise. So it appears that Moses, under 
supernatural inRuence, chose not so.me unheard-of prac
tice which would have no bearing on the immediate 
situation, but instead chose some practices of existing 
religions and made them part of the Israelite religion. 

It should also be remembered that it would be very 
natural to have many resemblances in the method of 
worship because, though the Canaanites had an alto
gether different concept of how it came about, yet both 
nations were worshipping deity. Since deity for both 
was the giver of the rain and the sunshine, the fruits and 
the grains, it is only natural that there would be similari
ties. The Hebrew religion was not different from other 
religions in that it grew up in a vacuum, but it grew 
out of the immediate need and in the immediate situa
tion of its people. This does not have to detract from or 
cancel out the supernatural guidance which the author of 
the legislation claims he received. In fact it may make 
the supernatural more necessary when we recall how 
totally different the two religions were in their moral 
and ethical concepts. 

THE HEBREW SACRIFICES AND THE CANAANITE RITUAL 
Both Canaanites and Israelites had well-developed 

sacrificial systems, and a comparison of them is extreme
ly interesting. In many cases the technical expressions 
used to name or describe the sacrifices are the same. The 
Ras Shamra texts refer to sacrifices of an "Offering 
without Blemish" which reminds one immediately of 
the command of Yahweh found in Exodus 1 2 :  5 to take 
a "lamb . . .  without blemish." Then there is the "Peace 
Offering" of the Canaanites which has much in common 
with the sacrifices that Moses commanded the young 
men to make, "And he sent young men of the children 
of Israel, whid1 offered burnt offerings and sacrificed 
peace offerings of oxen unto the Lord" (Exodus 24 :  5 )  . 

J. W. Jack in his thesis on The Ras Shamra Tablets
T heir Bearing on the Old Testament lists and cl iscusscs 
a total of ten such outstanding similarities and then 
closes by stating, "There are many more similarities but 
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we need not go farther. The examples given clearly 
show that mud1 of it (the sacrificial rite) was common 
to both peoples."a 

But as we make this comparison we find that there 
are also many differences between the two systems. And 
just as the similarities are so very striking, so also are 
the differences. For example, the first thing that im
presses the student of the two systems is the use of hu
man sacrifice in the one and the absence of it in 
the other. The Canaanite cults made much of human 
sacrifice. The foundation of nearly every wall has yield
ed the bones of children buried in jars; several myths 
and other sources tell of the horrid practice of sacri
ficing human beings. In contrast to this, human sacrifice 
was an abomination that the God of the Hebrews hated 
and despised (cf. Deut. 1 2 :  31)  . Also many more ani
mals were employed as offerings in the Canaanite ritual 
than in the Hebrew sacrifices. 

There is also a great difference between the two sacri
ficial systems in their motive. It is clear that the domi
nating motive which underlay the sacrificial system of 
the Canaanite cult was the desire to maintain, by magical 
acts, the regularity of the fertility process in nature, par
ticularly the rainfall, productivity of the soil, and 
fecundity in the flocks and herds. The offering embodied 
a kind of coercive or cooperative magic.7 The feast of 
the Hebrews was, instead of a magical act, a bond of 
fellowship which united Yahweh to his worshippers. 
The flesh of the victim often furnished the provision for 
a social meal (I Sam. 9 : 1 2-1 3; 10: 3; II Sam. 6 : 17-19) . 

With such great similarities .and such great differences 
what conclusions can we draw? I think there is but one 
reasonable conclusion : there was some borrowing by the 
leader of the Israelites from the neighboring practices 
but it was done under a very strict principle. That prin
ciple we shall call the principle of selectivity, meaning 
that as the Israelites borrowed and adopted certain prac
tices of other religions, they set them to a test of selec-. 
tion. If the practice could not serve the cause of the 
Israelites or could not be disassociated with the worship 
of Baal, it would not be used. A good example of this 
is found in Exodus 34. It will be remembered that this 
is a chapter which sets forth .much Hebrew legislation 
commanding the people to worship Yahweh and him 
alone. In the very middle of all this legislation the 
people are told, "Thou shalt not seethe a kid in h is 
mother's milk" (Ex. 34 :26) . What does this have to do 
with all the other positive commands which Yahweh has 
given his people ? This problem has baffled scholars 
for many years ; but if one will see it as a warning 
against the wholesale adoption of Canaanite practices, 
see it as part of the principle of selection, then it is not 
out of place at all. God is saying that they are to do this 
and this, just like the people about them; but as for the 
seething of a kid in its mother's milk, that is purely a 
fertility rite and can never be associated with any part 
of the religion of Yahweh. The emphasis of that little 
sentence tucked away in that great drnpter is plain. The 
God of Israel does not want heathen fertility ritual to 
be used to explain the growth of crops for Israel. 

Thus we may find evidences of selectivity on the part 
of the leaders so as to teach the Israelites that the God 
they worshipped was an ethical and moral being, requir
ing sacrifice not for himself, nor because of any intrin
sic value whid1 the sacrifice might have, but only be-





land. In appreciation for her leadership they presented 
to Miss Stryker a table lamp. The ladies are currently 
studying the missions of the Reformed Church under 
the guidance of Mrs. James Wayer, of Holland. 

Chun, Young Chang, was graduated from the sem
inary and left for his homeland, Korea, January 1 1 .  At 
last report he was busy doing evangelistic work in the 
Pusan area. 

During the past weeks a number of outstanding men 
in various fields have lectured at the seminary. Dr. 
Donald McClure described some of the spiritual ad
venture and challenge of the mission to the Anuaks in 
Africa. Dr. Paul Scherer, Professor of Homiletics, 
Union Theological Seminary, New York City, presented 
a delightful and valuable series of six lectures on the 
book of Job. Dr. John Van Peursem shared his "Phil
osophy of Experience," the substance of which appears 
in this issue. Dr. P. G. Macy, lecturing under the 
Charles Henry Brent foundation, gave two informative 
discussions on the ecumenical movement. Dr. Elmer 
G. Homrighausen, Professor of Christian Education at 
Princeton Theological Seminary and chairman of the 
Committee on Evangelism of the National Council, gave 
a challenging message on "Evangelism in Our Time." 
Dr. Marcel Pradervand,, Secretary of the World Alliance 
of Reformed Churches,· with offices in Switzerland, ex
plained the relation of the organization to church life 
today. Mr. Robert Pierce vividly described conditions 
among the Korean Christians as he witnessed them 
recently. 

Three faculty members have been conducting courses 
in the Lay-leadership Training School at Hope Chapel. 
Professor John R. Mulder is teaching a class in Christian 
Ethics. Professor George H. Mennenga is presenting a 
survey of the Old Testament, and Professor Richard C. 
Oudersluys a survey of the New Testament. 

On March 2 the senior class was afforded a firsthand 
experience of a Jewish worship service. Under the 
guidance of Professor Lester J. Kuyper they attended 
worship services at the Orthodox and Reform syna
gogues in Grand Rapids. Earlier in the afternoon they 
visited the Church Herald office. 

The Seminary Glee Club under the direction of Mr. 
Roger Rietberg sang at Hope Chapel during the college's 
Religious Emphasis Week, and also at Third Church, 
Holland. Mrs . Lloyd Menning is their accompanist. 

Professor Simon Blocker served as faculty representa
tive to the recent meeting of the Expansion Committee 
of the Particular Synod of Chicago. His task as Director 
of student preaching is vitally related to the expansion 
program in view of the part played by students in 
making surveys and preaching on week end and summer 
assignments. 

The facilities of the Holland High School gymnasium 
have been made available to the seminary students Fri
day evenings. The seminary basketball team has been 
playing in the Hope College interfraternity league. Jack 
Hilbrands is athletic director this semester. 

Old orders change, yielding place to the new. And 
so it is with the writing of theses for the B. D. degree, 
this year spelling an end to that requirement. Those 
seniors who have writen theses and their respective sub
jects are as follows : Charles Botkin-A Stttdy of Soren· 
K;erkegaard; Glenn Bruggers - Adolescence - The 
Basic Mission Field of the Church ; Donald Buteyn
Pietism and Modern Cults ; Willard Curtis-An In
terpretation of Romans VII ; Jack Hilbrands-An Evaltt
ation of the Modern Day Prayer Meeting ; William 
Hillegonds-The Sunday Church School Teacher ; Rus
sell Horton-Paul's Conception of Israel in_ Romans 
IX-XI ; Antonio Moncada-Italy in the Framework of 
the Reformation ; Paul Morehouse-The Pastor a,s a 
Personal Evangelist ; Jack Van Dyken-The Definition 
and Theological Implications of the Word, Grace ; 
Arthur Van Eck-Aviation, Foreign Missions, and the 
Reformed Church in America ; Elton Van Pernis-The 
Operation of the Holy Spirit ; Ralph Van Rheenen
The Meaning of DOXA THEOU ;  Robert Van Zyl
History, Methods and Techniques, and Statistics of 
Foreign Missions of R. C. A . ; Robert Wildman-The 
Contribution of Faith to the Abttndai1t Life ; Samuel 
Williams-An Interpretation of Representative Negro 
Spirituals Pii the Light of Their Biblical Background. 

WRITERS IN THIS ISSUE 

D. Ivan Dykstra, ' 38, presents an article based upon 
an address given at a meeting of the Committee on In
ternational Justice and Goodwill. He is Professor of 
Philosophy at Hope College. 

John Van Pcursem, '05, a retired pastor, gives parts 
of his address recently delivered at the Seminary. 

Chester H. Droog, ' 50, pastor of our church at 
Spencer, Iowa, writes a digest of his B. D. dissertation. 

Henry Voogd, '44, is Professor of Bible at Hope 
College. 

Wesley C. Dykstra, '47, is Professor of Philosophy at 
Muskingum College, New Concord, Ohio. 

Donald P. Buteyn and Herman Ridder are members 
of the senior and the middle classes respectively. 

George H. Mennenga is a member of the seminary 
faculty. 

Thomas Boslooper, '47, is pastor of our church at 
Closter, New Jersey. 

Book Reviews 
The Old Testament Against Its Environnumt, by G. 

Ernest Wright, London : SCM Press Ltd, 1950. Pp. 
7-1 1 2 .  6s. 

This work is one in a series of monographs designed to 

provide clergy and laymen with the best work in Biblical 

scholarship both in this country and abroad . The volumes m 

the series are planned to further the study of Biblical theology, 

1 1  

the primary aim being to set forth clearly the nature o f  Biblical 
faith as a living phenomenon of vital significance for the con
temporary Christian. 

The particular monograph under review is an expanded 
edition of Part I of the Haskel Lectures, piesented by G. 
Ernest Wright at the Oberlin Graduate School of Theology in 
April, 1949. The work is thoroughly evangelical in spirit and 



sets forth those distinctive Old Testament truths of revelation 
that are so unique that they cannot possibly be interpreted as a 
developmental growth out of the pagan environment in which 
they appeared. They can only be explained as the result of the 
work and plan of an Almighty . God who is developing his 
redemptive purpose through a chosen people, Israel, which 
purpose reaches its climax in the person of Jesus Christ. In 
this sense the work may be described as a polemic against the 
extreme position of those scholars who, through the study of 
ancient civilizations and comparative religion, are seeking to 
explain Old Testament history and faith priinarily in develop
mental terms. The book is divided into three parts which d.is
cuss in order the nature of the God of the Old Testament, the 
meaning of life and history in the Old Testament, and the 
worship and service of God in the Old Testament. 

In the first section which is entitled, "What Great Nation 
Hath a God Like the Lord ?" the writer sets forth the distinctive 
monotheistic belief of the chosen people, beginning in the 
patriarchal age, as contrasted with the grossly polytheistic 
beliefs of the surrounding environment. The explanation of 
this radically revolutionary (not evolutionary)' concept is to be 
found only if one takes seriously the story of God's revelation 
and covenant at Mount Sinai. The Hebrew belief in one di
vine, transcendent God was not the product of purely specula• 
tive thought. "The power of Yahweh the God of Israel was 
known because he had chosen the people for himself, because 
he had humbled Pharaoh and delivered Israel from slavery, had 
formed a dispirited people into a nation, given them a law and 
an ' inheritance' of land" (pp. 20, 2 1 ) .  At this point the author 
sets forth a truth which the reviewer considers to be peculiarly 
significant, namely, that the Israelite knowledge of God was not 
founded in the first instance upon an awareness of nature, as 
was the case in polytheism. It was based upon historical event. 
The providential guidance of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, the 
deliverance from Egypt, the protection afforded Israel in the 
wilderness journey, these historical events were the revelatory 
acts of God to his people. Time and again God is identified 
through a simple, historical statement. He was the "God who 
had brought them out of the land of Egypt, out of the house 
of bondage" (Ex. 20 :2 ) .  History and revelation are integrally 
connected ; and this point, at which the people apprehended 
the power of God, led them to an entirely different faith from 
that of the polytheist. "Happy art thou, 0 Israel ; who is like 
unto thee-a people saved by Yahweh !" (Dt. 3 3 : 29 ) . Professor 
Wright does not deny that the writers of Israel's religious lit
erature borrowed widely from every source. His primal observa
tion is that they radically transformed all that was borrowed. 
"The basis of the literature was history, not nature, because the 
God of Israel was first of all the God of history who used na
ture to accomplish his purposes in history" ( p. 28 ) .  

The second section of the book entitled, "He Hath Estab
lished a Testimony in Israel," discusses primarily God's cove
nant relationship with Israel, his chosen people. The unique 
concept of God that was held by the Israelites, as set forth in 
the first section, rests inevitably on the early establishment of 
the elements of this faith in Israel's history. For the recounting 
of this, one is led to Sinai and a consideration of God's es
tablished testimony in Israel . It was the covenant between God 
and Israel that "predisposed and predetermined the course of 
Biblical history" (p. 2 9 ) .  While a review of comparative reli
gions reveals the superiority of our God, it is his covenant rela
tion with his people that reveals his presence and causes man 
to bow before him in reverence and awe. The sense of destiny 
and the meanin,g of existence that were held by Israel are the 
result of her divine election and the pervasive covenant relation 
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established between God and the nation. The writer considers 
the oftimes perplexing question of why God chose Israel and 
offers good response to it, concluding with the theme that 
Israel, through her election, was to be a universal blessing ; 
furthermore, Israel's responsibilities were coextensive with her 
privileges. It is true that all the Old Testament writers did not 
clearly perceive the universal aim of God, yet all were deeply 
conscious of the responsibilities placed upon them. The record 
of these privileges and responsibilities is found in the language 
of the covenant. The term "covenant" had a unique and unpar
alleled usage in Israel. It expressed the very nature of God's 
special relationship with Israel, involving an interpretation of 
the meaning and aim of her existence. In keeping with the 
main thesis of the book the fact is stressed that there was no 
comparable conception in other countries of Israel's day. Among 
other nations the integration of the divine and human world is 
accomplished in other ways, markedly inferior. The reviewer 
was particularly interested and impressed by this section of the 
book since it is keenly felt that only through an understanding 
of God's covenantal relationship with his people, beginning 
with Abraham and continuing through the patriarchs, Moses, 
the conquest and judges, the monarchy, and later periods, does 
one develop a real awareness of the supernatural nature of 
Old Testament revelation as i t  prepared for the culmination of 
God's covenantal relationship with man in Jesus Christ. A 
commendable feature of the book is the fact that the authoJ 
never loses sight of this correlation which exists between the 
Old Testament and the New Testament. FOI example, we read, 
"The doctrine of election and covenant gave Israel an interpre
tation of life and a view of human history which are absolutely 
fundamental to Christian theology, especially when they are 
seen with Christ as their fulfillment" (p.  68 ) .  As a Christian 
cannot fully comprehend the New Testament without under
standing the Old, so he cannot explain the Old Testament 
except as it is related to the New. The extraordinary nature of 
the Old Testament can only be explained as a part of God's 
total program and plan of redemption, culminated in Christ. 

The third section of the monograph is a study of the methods 
by which Israel worshipped God. This aspect of the religious 
life of Israel offers a fertile source for a comparative study of 
religions. For example, the worship of God by means of animal 
sacrifice was a practice taken over by Israel from her environ
ment. Yet the unique nature of Israel's theology is here main
tained also. To the polytheist, sacrifice, magic and divination 
were methods of influencing nature and the gods. This is in
compatible with Israel's worship of Yahweh ; in fact these are 
precisely forbidden by law. Yahweh cannot be coerced into 
revelation. His will is made known according to his own de
sire and purposes. With respect to religious festivals, the chief 
aim of natural religion is to preserve the harmony of social 
and natural worlds. Here again gifts and rites were performed 
to influence the gods to act in accordance with human will. In 
contrast to this, the Israelite focused his thought upon the will 
and acts of God, especially as revealed in history. The Pass
over, for example, is a feast celebrating deliverance. Giving 
thanks to God for past deliverance, the Israelite renews his 
covenant vow. In this way the evils of magic and mysticism are 
avoided. 

The book is concluded with a reiteration of the incomplete 
nature of the Old Testament. The promises of the Old Testa
ment are unresolved without the New Testament. "Yet the 
achievement of Israel in the midst of a sea of polytheism was 
so dynamic and revolutionary that it is and will remain the 
theological basis upon which the Christian faith is established" 
(p. 1 1 1 ) .  It is the Old Testament that gives to the Christian 



the sublime significance of the work of Jesus Christ. 
The value of the book is enhanced by the inclusion of many 

sources, contained in the footnotes, to which a person may refer 
for further study on any particular aspect of the subjects under 
discussion. The monograph is to be recommended to all min
isters and students of the Old Testament. The author, G. 
Ernest Wright, Professor of Old Testament History and Theolo
gy at McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago, is widely 
recognized as a worthy and well qualified exponent of the Old 
Testament. The reader can readily perceive the spirit of his 
evangelical faith. Lay readers, unless well grounded in Old 
Testament studies, may have some difficulty perceiving the 
merits of the book in certain portions. This is especially true 
in those many passages where the author defends his positions 
against the critics of the past few generations wh� have carried 
their hypotheses to extremes and who explain Old Testament 
phenomena by evolutionary and environmental categories alone: 
In fact, the major criticism of the reviewer is that the writer 
spends an overabundance of time and space defending his posi
tions. Sometimes in pursuing these tangents one almost loses 
sight of the main thesis. The writer appears to be overly con
scious of what his critics will say in response to his statements ; 
whereas the cumulative effect of the thesis as it is progressively 
developed is so overwhelming that it hardly requires the ex
haustive defense given it. The thoroughness of the author is to 
be appreciated, but this very thoroughness may cause the book 
to lose some of its appeal to the average lay reader. 

-HENRY VOOGD. 

[Translations of articles in G. Kittel's Theo/ogisches Woerter
b11ch z11m Ne11en Testamelil are now appearing. Reviews on 
"The Church" and "Love" follow. Ed.} 

The Chttrch, by Karl Ludwig Schmidt, London : 
Adam and Charles Black, 1 950.  Pp. xxi-75.  6s. 

The ecclesia, the Church, is presented by the author of this 
study as that community which is the clue to the Bible as his
tory and also the fulfilment of the Bible as theology. In pur
suing the study of the true meaning of this community of be
lievers, the author comes to grips with the word, ecclesia, as 
it occurs in the Greek of the LXX, the Greek of the New 
Testament, and its etymological and historical rootage in the 
Hebrew and Aramaic languages as well as in the philosophical 
thought of classical Greece and early Christendom. Throughout 
the study he carefully differentiates between the secular mean
ing of the word, "the gathering of the people," and the Biblical 
meaning of "Church." 

The author discloses that in The Acts the word generally 
refers to the local congregation though groups of congregations 
are also spoken of as the Church. Here as elsewhere the 
"Church of God" is shown to be always regarded as distinct 
from and opposed to other forms of society-separateness as a 
gathering of ·the people of God being its essential distinction. 
Paul uses the term much as does Luke in The Acts and uses the 
plural of the word in such a way that congregations are shown 
to stand side by side on an equal footing. For Paul the Church 
"is truly present in its wholeness in every company of believers, 
however small." (p. 1 1 , cf. I Cor. 1 : 2 ;  II Cor. 1 : 1 ) .  It is 
God's gathering in Christ. 

The ecc/esia is therefore not a mere fellowship of men, and 
its true meaning can never be understood from the standpoint 
of social science. As long as there is communion with Christ 
there is the Church, and hence a single individual could reason
ably be the ecc/esia. 

Peter does not use the term in his epistles, but these same 
ideas behind the word are shown to be clearly present in his 

wntrngs (I Pet. 2 : 5, 9, 10 ) . 
In Matthew 1 6 :  18 and 18 :  17 textual problems are present. 

The problem of learning the Semitic words behind the Greek 
is puzzling indeed. In the first reference the universal Church 
may be meant, and in the second the meaning may be the 
individual congregation. Here the relationship between qaha/ 
and synagoge must be understood. Historically 16 :  18  never 
developed great strength as fulfilled prophecy since Peter's 
leadership in the early Church was never what Catholicism 
says it was. Actually the early Church came to see itself as a 
remnant of the faithful-a part representing the whole. 

Both the Church Fathers and Protestantism failed to dis
tinguish between the ideal and the empirical Church. To dis
tinguish between the Church as visible and the Church as ideal 
and invisible is, according to the author, to become the victim 
of an unrealistic Platonism. For him the Church as an ideal
the Church triumphant is unreal. Thus the author strives to 
establish the idea of the Church as the visible, called-apart 
community, which is the active body of Christ in the world. 

A scholarly piece of work, this study is painstaking in its 
search after the truth of this word ; but I find it not wholly 
convincing, or in full accord with spiritual reality, in trying 
to annihilate completely the Church invisible and the Church 
triumphant by an analogy with Platonic thought. 

-DONALD P. BurnYN. 

Love, by Gottfried Quell and Ethelbert Stauffer, 
London : Adam and Charles Black, 1 949. Pp. xii-76. 6s. 

In a day when our world has either lost the meaning of the 
term Love or uses it mistakenly, it is refreshing to read a study 
which calls our attention to the Biblical usage of the term. 

In the section dealing with the Old Testament, the author, 
having treated secular love, turns his attention to religious 
love. In the Old Testament to love God means to seek him 
and enjoy him instinctively. But this love, though it springs 
from the very depths of a man's being, is ultimately the work 
of God himself (Dt. 30 : 6 ) .  It is striking how little the Old 
Testament speaks of God's love for a particular person. "When 
men pray for personal blessings, they prefer the thought of 
Yahwe's majesty, might or graciousness to that of his love, or 
else address him as 'my king,' hiding in a pronoun their longing 
for the loving attention of their God" ( p. 1 6 ) .  God's love, 
then, in the Old Testament is chiefly concerned with the nation. 
This is seen in the Covenant theory and the related idea of 
Election, both of which are based on love. 

Passing over two excellent chapters entitled, "The Words for 
Love in Pre-Biblical Greek" and "Love in Judaism," we come 
to what the term Love meant in the usage of Jesus. Christ 
demands love with such exclusiveness that God is regarded as 
the ground of one's whole existence. The Jove of enemies 
characterizes the attitudes of the sons of the new people of God. 
They must practice love without expecting any return, even 
doing good to those who hate them. According to Jesus, God's 
love is a pardoning love. "The son brings forgiveness of sins, 
to which man responds with love, and is bound to respond . .  ' 
to help and forgive his fellow-man" (p. 52 ) .  Jesus calls for 
unreserved decision for God and gathers around him a "storm 
troop" that clings to him, and must tread the sacrificial way 
through all opposition with an invincible will to love. 

In the Apostolic Age, Paul sees the love of God as the 
directing of God's sovereign will towards this world and its 
salvation. Man's love to God is only a reflection of that love. 
But the divine purpose of love is that he who is caJled as the 
elect should put himself at the service of his neighbor. 



Following Paul, we have studies of love in John and James 
and the Sub-Apostolic Age. In the Sub-Apostolic age, there is 
a full development of a self-giving t1gape over against a heathen 
eros. Eros seeks in others the satisfaction of its hunger for 
life ; agape means doing good to others. Eros is all take ; agape 
is all give. And so the early church stood, as the church stands 
today, in a world doomed by eros, knowing a love whose way 
is not to covet but to give. 

These are but sample glimpses of what can be found on many 
of the book's pages. It will greatly enrich the life and study 
of anyone who masters its contents. 

-HERMAN ]. RJDDER. 

Basic Christian Ethics, by Paul Ramsey, New York : 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1950.  Pp. xviii-404. $3 .75 .  

Professor Ramsey has in this study of  Christian ethics 
contributed a most serious work on the subject. It has merited 
warm recommendation by many leading scholars of ethics, who 
recognize in Ramsey's book one of the most important writings 
to have appeared in Protestantism in the past twenty-five years. 
The general soundness of the study and its scholarly approach 
to ethics will assure its serious consideration by students in the 
field. 

The nature of the book provides full justification for its 
designation as basic Christian ethics. The author here under
takes a radical analysis of agape-love as the crux of the 
Christian ethic. The double love-command is the persistent 
point of orientation. Also, the author urges without reservation 
that Christian ethics is essentially rooted in Christian theology. 
His opening sentence keynotes the idea, "The first thing to be 
said concerning Christian ethics is that it cannot be separated 
from its religious foundation" (p. 1 ) .  He draws consistently on 
the theological tradition, especially its Pauline-Augustinian 
strain, and on the exegesis of appropriate Biblical passages. 
His exegetical studies, it may be observed, contribute much to 
the general discussion. 

One is impressed by the seriousness with which Professor 
Ramsey regards the concept of love as the determinative 
element in the Christian ethic. The major share of the book 
is directly concerned with its exposition, with the author doing 
easily his best work on the subject. From the second chapter 
on "Christian Liberty : an Ethic without Rules" to the con
cluding chapter on "The Religious Foundation for Community" 
the accent falls always on Christian agape. It would seem safe 
to predict that Ramsey's work will rank as one of the definitive 
studies of this concept. The idea is at once divested of all 
sentimentalities by a reminder of many of the central teachings 
of Jesus, by which he gets beyond all codified legalism in 
"fulfillment" of the law, and in which he presents a vigorous 
alternative to all the classic ethical theories. 

The essential nature of the Christian a.gape-love puts certain 
kinds of ethical thinking necessarily under judgment. Such 
positive dicta as the return of good for evil replace in 
Christian ethics the law of retaliation, which finally breaks 
down under the weight of its own absurdities and the in
trigues of the spirit motivating it. The Christian ethic, to the 
extent that it remains true to its informing spirit, demands the 
capitulation of pharisaic legalism because the "strenuous teach
ings" of Jesus "constitute an ethic of perfection which trans
cends any possible legal formulation. . . . It is as if in every 
one of his strenuous teachings Jesus were uttering the challenge, 
'Try to make a law out of this if you can ! ' " (p. 73 ) . Natural 
law theories, because they derive ethics from natural human 
reason or conscience, cannot withstand Christian ethics which is 
"an ethics of perfection which cuts man to fit the pattern, not 
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the pattern to  fit  the man : how, then, can any major part of  its 
fundamental content be drawn from man ?"  (p. 85 ) .  For this 
same reason such classical theories as hedonism and self
realization prove inadequate ; though there would be nothing 
incongruous about a Christian hedonism or a Christian self
realization, the value concepts involved are basically modified 
at the hand of the Christian value scale. 

But the Christian ethic is not merely a modifier of other 
types of ethical theory ; it stands in its own right as the superior 
type of ethical thought. No other theory presents the same full 
demands. The author works here with the idea that in Christian 
ethics everything is permitted which love permits. This is not 
a simple libertarianism, at least when it is turned around to 
become "very grim, very grim indeed. AbJOlutely everything 
is commanded which Jove requires, absolutely everything with
out the slightest exception or softening. Freedom from the 
law belongs only to that individual who is free for reason of 
the most terrifying obligation. . . . The commands of love are 
as stringent as the needs of the world are urgent: sensing this, 
let any man then do as he pleases" (pp. 89f ) .  Thus the Chris
tian ethic is not simply permissive, it is compulsive. 

The exposition of the nature of the Christian concept of 
love demonstrates it to expose and contradict the usual "bifocal 
'selfregarding concern for others' " characteristic of modern 
democratic thought. "Christian love means an entirely 
'neighbor-regarding concern for others,' which begins with the 
first man it sees. Since this man may be any man, such love is, 
of course, universal in compass, but only implicitly universal. 
It begins by loving 'the neighbor,' not mankind or manhood" 
(p. 95 ) .  It is one of the real virtues of the book that it com

pels the universals of Christian ethics to incarnate themselves 
in the concreteness of individual situations. This urges decisive 
Christian action to satisfy love motivations. The neighbor
regarding love is more than mere tolerance of his existence ; 
it is an active seeking after his welfare primarily on the ground 
that he is neighbor. 

Professor Ramsey has done an outstanding and necessary 
job of relating the fundamental element in Christian ethics to 
each of three major objects : the self, neighbor, and God. The 
nature of love and its objects are more genuinely interinvolved 
than is usually the case. Further, the multiple objects are inter
related in a profound way. Ramsey argues convincing
ly for an honest self-acceptance as part of the Christian 
life-view. Temptations to illegitimate self-devaluations, in 
the direction of false humility, are as insidious as 
temptations to self-inflation, or pride. The moral agent 
must take himself seriously. But this does not justify 
what many of us do : arrange the three objects of love in 
concentric circles with self at the pivot. That becomes par
ticularly evident in the author's interesting argument for an 
ethic of active resistance on the principle of neighbor-regarding 
priority. (See pp. 171  ff. in which, inter alia, the author draws 
a distinction between passive resistance and love-sponsored 
pacifism. ) 

This examination of Christian ethics inevitably shows its 
involvement in most of the ethical problems significant for 
living in concrete situations. The Protestant concept of personal 
vocation assures that its ethic is not exclusively a concern for 
professional Christendom. Love strikes the root of personality 
organization by functioning as the virtue of all virtues. It 
finally comes back to the nature of man, both as individual and 
in community. In short, agape-love is the alpha and omega of 
Christian thought and action. Ramsey's study makes that con
clusion unmistakahle. 

-WESLEY C. DYKSTRA. 






